Where on the energy scale will be created gaps inside the continuum spectrum of free motion by periodical perturbation V (x) (qualitative explanation of formation of the band spectrum) ? How the barriers and wells of the potential V (x) influence on the solutions in conductive and forbidden zones ? How to shift the chosen boundaries of spectral zones by changing V (x) ? How to control the degree of forbiddenness at the chosen energy point inside lacuna ? What are the peculiarities of multichannel periodic systems. All these questions cannot be answered by the previous Bloch theory and will be clarified using inverse problem approach.
Introduction
Periodical potential perturbation splits the continuous spectrum of free motion at some special energies E λ inserting there forbidden zones (see exception we found for complex potentials in [9] ). The following seemingly natural fact was not mentioned for a long time (about 70 years after appearance of the Bloch wave theory): At the energy points E λ the period of the potential coincides with (or is divisible by) that of the free wave. By such 'resonant' influence (coherent hits) of perturbation in the successive periods the solutions are forced to exponential increase the amplitudes of swinging which results in their nonphysical (forbidden) behavior. We shall explain how it was hidden that such exact resonance conditions are fulfilled inside the whole forbidden zone (continuous energy interval).
The success here was achieved due to nontraditional approach and expounded in our new book : "Submissive quantum mechanics" about the turnover from direct to inverse problem [1] . We have found among the continuous set of solutions with quite different nonregular disposition of knots at each energy value E in the forbidden zones two (set of zero measure) 'smart' solutions having equidistant knots with the same period as in the initial free solution at fixed point E λ . It is quite unexpected because we use to think that the (average) frequency of knots must increase with the energy. The 'paradox' is resolved by taking into account the following. Different solutions perceive the same potential as different effective potentials: more or less repulsive (attractive). It is due to different sensitivity of bumps and knots of (real) solution to the local values of the potential. This allows complete compensation of energy shifts by the increase (decrease) of the effective average repulsion (attraction) due to space-shifts of solutions relative to the periodic potential. Here is important that the energy changes are made simultaneously with the space shifts of the solutions. Approaching (or moving) the solution bumps or knots to (off) the nearest potential barriers (wells) results in necessary change of 'average' kinetic energy which governs the density of knots. The above mentioned two smart solutions increase due to 'resonance' exponentially in opposite directions and their knots interlace. Of these two very special linearly independent solutions the continuum of other ones can be constructed (as linear combination) having nonregular distribution of knots. Despite the 'nonregularity camouflage' their constituents are coherent with periodic potential and this is the key unmasking circumstance.
The splitting the unperturbed continuous spectrum into the band one by creating forbidden zones is essentially quantum effect. So we shall return later once more to clarify this basic features of wave behavior in periodical structures which is not at all 'unphysical' aspect of the theory. We shall also consider below the somewhat less wonderful solutions in the allowed zones.
3 Inverse problem and SUSYQ spectral control
Bloch theory (Floquet, Lyapunov, Hill, etc.) established the base for the investigations of periodic structures as yet. The inverse problem and SUSYQ created preconditions for a new breakthrough in understanding band spectra. The important feature of real solutions with periodic potentials is that unlike free motion we get significantly different wave behavior due to shifting some chosen knot on any period of potential. It appears now possible to answer the question what exactly in periodical potential gives rise to, e.g., tearing the continuum spectrum (inserting lacunas). This gap appears because of same rhythm (frequencies) of potential and some special ('smart') solution oscillations on the entire lacuna energy interval. On the contrary, the unavoidable difference of potential and solution periods is the reason of beatings in solution oscillations in conductive zones. Here it becomes clear what is the influence of every barrier and well in the periodic potential.
Meanwhile the Bloch theory (as a black box) gives out the spectral zones without qualitative explanations.
We have just gathered our recent achievements in a book [1] about the new status of quantum mechanics due to inverse problem approach. It is an improved version of our review articles and books [2, 3, 6, 4, 7, 8] . Now instead of about ten exactly solvable models which serve as a basis of the contemporary education there is an infinite (!) number, even complete sets of such models. So, all one-and multi-channel systems with one spatial variable are embraced by them. They correspond to all possible variations of spectral parameters (S) which determine all properties of these quantum systems. There appears a possibility of changing at wish quantum objects by variation of these parameters (as if moving control 'levers') and examine quantum systems in different thinkable situations.
The laws of structure transformations and wave motions revealed by computer visualization of these models were reformulated into unexpectedly simple universal rules. The elementary "bricks and blocks" were discovered of which it is possible in principle to construct objects with any given properties (new breakthrough) [5] .
Each real wave consists of bumps and knots. Two simple rules for transformation of one wave bump were discovered [1, 7] . They are easily demonstrated by the example of eigenvalue problem on a finite interval with zero boundary conditions (namely, for the ground state of the infinite rectangular well). To shift one energy level up (down) over the energy scale we must introduce a potential barrier (well) near the extremum of the bump where wave is most sensitive to the potential (V), see Fig.1 . Pay attention to the immobility of the knots of the shifted ground state that helped us in searching 'smart' solutions. In addition, we need compensating wells (barriers) in the vicinity of knots if we want to keep all other energy levels at their previous places. So the different states see the same potential as different effective potentials. The second rule: for shifting the spatial localization of a wave bump over the finite interval to the right (left) we need potential perturbation as a barrier-well (well-barrier) block. These rules are applicable to wave bumps of each (bound or scattering) state and for any potential [7] , see Fig.1 ., Fig.2 .
As a result, we can transform any wave with arbitrary number of bumps. So we acquire the vision of the intrinsic logic of structure and behavior peculiarities of a great amount of thinkable systems, including real ones. Our new book [1] on inverse problem quantum pictures can be found in internet http://thsun1.jinr.ru/∼ zakharev/ (free access) and is utmost intelligible and recommended to any physicists, chemists, mathematicians, biologists from students to professors who are interested in the new laws of the microworld. The complete sets of explicit inverse problem solutions on finite interval allow one to construct corresponding solutions for periodic systems that radically extends the present class of exactly solvable model. We are convinced that every graduation (generation of students) without at least a general notion about these inverse problem quantum achievements is a (significant) defect (not full value) of the contemporary education all over the world. Unfortunately many quantum teachers are still unaware of the new wave mechanics literacy and some of informed ones are unsatisfactorily responsible for taking care about the level of the physical community qualification.
Waves in periodical potentials
The inverse problem quantum intuition 1 helps us to 'find a needle in a haystack':
For our goals, we will use the obvious assertion that whatever solution at a certain energy we obtain only its asymptotic divergence or non-divergence have the significance in finding whether or not this energy lies in an allowed zone.
Theorem. The unperturbed continuum spectrum is teared by periodic potential in vicinity of energy points E ν at which the free (real, sinus-like) solutions have the same period as the potential V . So one 'spectral point is stretched' and becomes an continuous energy interval. In forbidden zones the spectral density is zero and in allowed zones it becomes compressed. In special cases the lacuna (forbidden zones can be above (below) E ν .
Switching on the perturbation violates generally the periodicity (equidistancy) of knots of the real solutions. There are continuum such solutions and all are quite different (with different variations of knot positions).
Consider a free one-dimensional motion of waves over the x-axis. The Schroedinger equation has two independent partial solutions. It is sufficient to fix the position of any of its knots to determine the solution up to an inessential norming factor. For constant or particularly zero potential V there is a continuous spectrum E > V . A typical solution is sin(kx + α); E 1 = k perturbed solutions with nonregular distribution of knots there exist two solutions with equidistant knots on the finite energy intervals in the vicinity of E n (in the created forbidden zones).
If the wave bumps (their extremums) are disposed above the middles of potential barriers and the knots inside the potential wells, the wave 'must have' smaller average kinetic energy and frequency of oscillations. However, for some higher energy E > this frequency can remain unchanged (then the average kinetic energy will be the same as in the unperturbed case). This corresponds to pushing up to the energy E > the ground state in the infinite rectangular potential wells (down-up 'mirror analog' of Fig.1 .) with the wall positions coinciding with the knots. Remind that such a shifting of levels is performed without shifting the knots at the ends of the interval [5] . On the contrary, shifting the bump extrema of sin(kx + α) to the middles of the wells (see Fig.4C .) compensating simultaneously the increase in the average kinetic energy by the decrease in the total energy E → E < , we can provide the unchanged knots frequency at E < . The symmetry of potential between the knots according to the middle point between the knots in both the cases will not violate the symmetry of the corresponding solutions on the periods (this allows their smooth periodic continuation). So the solutions have the periodical form characteristic of solutions on the upper and lower boundaries of the forbidden zone which is created by the potential perturbation. This fact is confirmed by consideration of other solutions with the energies between E > , E < . Consider the solution with the knots at the boundaries of the potential wells and barriers (see Fig.4 .B,D). In this case, under each bump is the block "well-barrier" or "barrier-well" which does not change the energy of the state, but violates the symmetry of the bump, particularly of its derivatives at the knots. This results in exponential growth of the solution swinging to the left or to the right. All other dispositions of the knots, according the potential, will lead to combinations of shifts over the energy scale and violations of symmetry of the initial bumps. So the whole spectral lacuna can be continuously filled by these solutions with gradually changing the 'degree of forbiddeness' of the zone from zero at one boundary to the maximum somewhere in vicinity of its middle and again to zero at the other boundary. This happens because of the increase-decrease of symmetry violation of the perturbing potential between the knots (pay special attention to the gradual changing the rate of shifting state over E and bumps localization over x). Here the mathematically exact proof can be obtained without far-mulae (explanations 'on fingers' but based on the previous rules of quantum intuition)
2 . Arbitrary solution in forbidden zone has asymptotically the same equidistant displacement of knots as the increasing component of the corresponding linear combination (so, different on both asymptotic sides) because the other decreasing 'smart' component becomes negligible there.
Above E > inside the allowed zone the frequency of knots began to increase with E until the number of knots on one period increases by one. The solutions there have alternating increases and decreases of oscillation amplitudes. These beatings in allowed zones can be explained in the following way. There are no analogues of 'smart' solutions with equidistant knots. Except the E values on the boundaries between zones where is one periodic solution among the continuous set with disordered knots. As for free motion, with increase of energy increases also the (average) density of 'disordered' knots. The different size of the potential period and the distances between solution knots leads to oscillations of these knot positions with respect to potential periods along the x axis. The asymmetry of potential perturbations between the neighbor knots and derivatives there results in increasing and then decreasing (and so on) of the swinging of solutions, i.e., to beatings. In other words there may some time be more effective (weighted) attraction from the left and repulsion from the right between the knots of the solution. This will make the solution swinging amplitude increasing to the left. Later due to shifting oscillations of the solution relative the potential periods the situation changes to the opposite one: there will be excess of repulsion from the left and attraction from the right. So, the increases and decreases of swinging amplitudes will replace one another. The wave length of these modulation oscillations (beatings) will decrease from ∞ on the lower boundary of the allowed zone to a value of about the potential period size at the upper boundary.
At the energy boundaries of the zones in addition to periodic solution there is a solution linearly increasing in both directions. This reminds the situation with the solutions in vicinity of eigenstate E ν in a finite potential well. Above and below E ν there are two independent solutions exponentially increasing (decreasing) at the right (left) sides and vice versa. Meanwhile at E ν there are two solutions increasing (decreasing) in both directions.
An example of spectral zone control: shifting up and down the upper boundary of only the second allowed zone for the initial Dirac comb of periodic δ-barriers is shown in Fig.5 In the special case of mergence of allowed zones there is local compensation of attraction and repulsion, at the energy value E m and ∆E = 1 : as in the case of a free motion, any choice of boundary condition (position of some knot) gives solutions on periods with symmetric derivatives at the ends of the interval (their invariance under arbitrary translations) which provides wave behavior without exponential growth. Any small change of energy leads to violation of this situation. A like mergence of the first and the second allowed zones see Exactly solvable models allow one to demonstrate the control of forbiddenness at any chosen energy point by changing the derivative of solution at the boundary of a period, see Fig.7 . [1] (particularly, we can tear so the continuous spectrum at this point).
Instructive are some simple examples of shifting only the upper or only lower boundaries of zones. They can be achieved by introducing δ-peaks or δ-wells at the middle of the periodical potential barriers or wells. Take into account that the δ-potentials do not influence the solution if they are coincident with the knots, but push the energy of state maximally up or down, being disposed at the maximum modulo of the bumps.
Analogous reasoning is applicable to other forbidden zones. We only need to use the initial free sinus-like solutions at higher energies corresponding to knot frequency twice (and more times) in comparison with the periodic oscillations of the potential.
We can generalize the theory for arbitrary periodic potential for which it is impossible to choose the period with symmetrical potential shape (with respect to the center of period). In spite of asymmetry in this case there are such position of solution knots relative to potential and corresponding energy shifts that the derivatives at knots become equal modulo. So we get the boundaries of zones. See Fig.8 . as an example potential with peak of barriers and bottoms of wells at the same points. In this case Ψ; Ψ 1 ; Ψ 2 ; Ψ 3 correspond to x-shifts to the right, left and E-shifts up and down.
It is worth to mention the possibility to create localized bound states in periodic structures in analogy with transformation of free motion (soliton-like potentials which are transparent for Bloch waves [10, 11] .
5 Some multichannel models.
We hope to generalize our theory to systems of coupled Shroedinger equations. As the first steps in this direction can be considered the following models illustrating some important features of complex systems.
1. Let V 11 (x) = V 22 (x) (with equal periods) and the thresholds of both the channels are equal ε 1 = ε 2 = 0. For uncoupled (independent) channels the one-channel theory is obviously generalized. There are separate spectral bands in both the channel spectral branches. Now let us switch on some interchannel coupling V 12 (x) = V 21 (x). So, the interaction matrix is symmetrical with respect to channels. If we choose boundary conditions for both the channels equal, the partial channel functions will be equal Ψ 1 (x) = Ψ 2 (x). This allows one to make the substitution V 12 (x)Ψ 1 (x) → V 12 (x)Ψ 1 (x) in the equation for the first channel and analogous transformation in the second channel. This results in their effective separation (uncoupling) ('diagonalization' of the interaction matrix) with new effective interaction matrix ele-
. So, spectral bands of these separate channels will coincide with one another and for the whole system. If we choose different signs for partial waves (determining corresponding boundary conditions) then in the new effective diagonal interaction matrix elements there will be "-" instead of "+"
All this leads, e.g., to amplification (or damping) of potential oscillations accompanied by natural effect for the band structure ( widening or narrowing of forbidden zones).
2. Let the thresholds be unequal ε 1 < ε 2 , V 11 (x) = V 22 (x) = 0 and the coupling of channels be some constant V 12 (x) = V 21 (x) = const. Let us choose the boundary conditions as follows: Ψ i (0) = Ψ i (π) = 0; i = 1, 2. It means equidistancy of knots in different channels with quite different partial channel energies E i = E − ε i . This 'paradoxical' situation can exist if the effective kinetic energies in both the channels, e.g., ground state are equal. This can be achieved by choosing different spectral weights of partial components which are proportional to one another: Ψ 1 (x) = c 1 /c 2 Ψ 2 (x). Really, the partial channel equations can be rewritten as uncoupled ones using the substitution Ψ 1 (x) by c 1 /c 2 Ψ 2 (x) and vice versa:
The expressions in brackets in the right hand sides are effective kinetic energies and they become equal if 3. Again let ε 1 < ε 2 , V 11 (x) = V 22 (x) = 0, but with the modified boundary conditions Ψ i (−π/i = Ψ i (π/i) = 0; i = 1, 2 and interchannel coupling V 12 (x) = V 12 δ(x). In this model the effective kinetic energy in the second channel with smaller partial energy E − ε 2 must be even greater than in the first channel in order to provide the two times smaller distance between the knots (π in comparison with 2π for the first channel). in (a,d) . This is performed by the potential barrier in (a,b) on the right which shifts the function Ψ 1 (x) to the left, and the potential well on the left which simultaneously compensates the influence of the barrier on the energy levels and keeps them all at the same places. All wave functions, except the ground state, undergo some recoil in the opposite direction which is demonstrated by Ψ 2 (x) (a,c). So there is separation of the bound state from others. Fig.3 . The wave functions of a free motion sin(kx + α) at energy E 1 corresponding to frequency k 2 = E 1 of periodic potential V (x) oscillations. These solutions of the Shroedinger equation are chosen with different values α so that the knots coincide with: the middle of the potential barriers, or wells, or left sides of the barriers (wells). All free waves have the equidistant distribution of knots, and switching on the perturbing periodic potential must violate this. However, we can find such values of E > ; E < ; etc. (shifted from E 1 , see vertical arrows) at which we can choose perturbed solutions with the same equidistant distributions of knots. Horizontal arrows correspond to the shifts of space localization of the wave bumps (see Fig.4 .C,D) without shifting the knots. .. which provide the smooth junction of solutions on neighbor periods (the corresponding potential perturbation is shown in Fig.5.D.) . Fig.6 . Shifting the upper boundary of the second allowed spectral zone (shown with arrows). Pay attention to the merging of this zone with the upper one at ∆E = 1. Find two another examples of merging of first and second zones. The wave function at E = 2 is on each period an eigenfunction of the eigenvalue problem with the boundary conditions on the edges of a period specified so that the auxiliary discrete energy level just coincides with the chosen point E = 2. (Lower part) Changes of the imaginary part of quasi-momentum ImK(E) which characterize the degree of forbiddeness, the index of exponential swinging of solutions. Fig.9 . Schematic illustration of the set of 'smart' solutions with periodic knots (two curves) which are a zero measure manifold among all other solutions in the chosen forbidden zone (rectangular shadowed area).
The continuum of free periodic solutions of the type shown in Fig.3 at 'resonance' energy E r (shown here as a line with points) are transformed by periodic perturbation V into exponentially increasing (decreasing) solutions of a forbidden zone which splitts the initial continuous spectrum. 
